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本文提出的基于 HSV 颜色空视频镜头检测算法，首先，把视频帧图像从 RGB

































With the development of computer video technology, it has become a focus of 
computer vision research to make the computer understand the video’s content. Scene 
segmentation is the first step toward semantic understanding of video, and it also 
provides the effective approach to browse and index video database. Video Scene 
segmentation is done at a higher level，it bases on the result of video shot detection and 
key frames abstraction, integrates the professional knowledge of scene detection. 
Shot-detection is the precondition of scene segmentation, on the basis of full 
investigation on current digital video and video segmentation technologies, this paper 
proposed a shot detection method which based on HSV color model; In computer 
scene detection, this paper applies the evolutionary algorithm to the video scene 
segmentation field, and forms a new scene detection method which is completely 
different from the current. 
The shot detection method proposed by this paper transforms the video pictures from 
RGB space to HSV space firstly. Then requantitate the H and S components of pictures 
to 127 color areas to overcome the interference produced by illumination changing and 
movement. Lastly compute the similarity between adjacent frames by histogram. 
Further more, it adopted the false-shot-analysis approach to weaken the interference 
brought by fast change of pictures. The experiment results show that this method has 
higher accuracy and recall ratio, as well as faster processing speed. And it has the 
strong practicability in shot detection application. it cooperates well with the scene 
segmentation method proposed by this paper to segment the video scene. 
In essence, Evolutionary algorithm is a kind of direct search method which do not 
depend on the specific problem, it improves the individuals’ adaptability by the 
mechanisms such as natural selection, inheritance, mutation, etc. It is a brand-new 
attempt to apply the evolutionary algorithm to the video scene segmentation field. In 
the process of scene segmentation, this paper views the division points of shots as 
genes, uses the special gene coding mode, populations evolvement regulations and 













efficient video scene segmentation method, and it has higher feasibility of scene 
segmentation. 
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标准名称 采样速率 每行采样点 图像大小 
PAL ITUR601 13.5 MHz 864 720 X 576 





2.1.2 视频序列的时间码 SMPTE 
SMPTE
[3]





15 的视频片断的播放时间为 2 分钟 31 秒 15 帧，如果以每秒 30 帧的速率播放，
则播放时间为 2 min 31.5 s。 
根据电影、录像和电视工业中使用的帧率的不同，各有其对应的 SMPTE 标准。
常见有 SMPTE292M，SMPTE259M。由于技术的原因，NTSC 制式实际使用的帧率是
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